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“Hey Siri, Alexa, Google… make my home smarter!”
Home automation is not just for geeks anymore. It’s now easier than ever to add a little more
convenience, entertainment and security to your home – whether it’s an apartment or house.
To help you get started, we’ve collected some of our most popular smart home rewards below.
They’re affordable, easy to set up and simply fun!

11-inch iPad Pro Wi-Fi 128GB Space Gray
Featuring the world’s most advanced mobile display, the
iPad Pro is so fast it outpaces most PC laptops available
today. The 8-core graphics processor delivers fast and
fluid performance for everything you do, from pro
apps to controlling your HomeKit devices to graphicsintensive games and augmented reality experiences.
The new Ultra Wide camera joins the Wide camera and
a LiDAR Scanner. It’s also fully compatible with the new
Magic Keyboard and Apple Pencil.

Nest Learning Thermostat 3rd Gen
This beautifully designed stainless steel thermostat
learns your household’s habits to maintain comfortable
temperatures day and night. It can magically reduce the
temperature when no one is home, and use advanced
sensors and algorithms to help cut up to 15% from your
energy bills. The Nest Learning Thermostat will look great
on your wall, is easily installed and works with 95% of all
heating and cooling systems.

Lenovo - 10” Smart Display with White
Front/Bamboo Back
Video or audio chat with friends and family on this stylish
10” smart display from your kitchen counter, coffee table
or lounge shelf. The built-in Google Assistant makes
it easy to control all your home’s smart devices, play
music or podcasts, set reminders and timers, and watch
YouTube recipes in the kitchen. You can even listen to the
latest news and weather reports, stream live radio and
see your Google Photos library on the bright 10” screen.

Sonos One - Smart Speaker
Sonos One brings rich, room-filling music to any space,
and you can use Google Assistant or Amazon Alexa
to create your own daily soundtrack. Use your voice to
control songs while you cook. Easily turn the volume up
while you’re in the shower (yes – it’s humidity resistant!).
You can even request a lullaby when putting the kids to
bed. The compact Sonos One fits anywhere and easily
connects to other Sonos speakers for home-filling sound.

Google Nest Protect Smart Smoke/
Carbon Monoxide Alarm
Nest Protect reliably detects and alerts you to the presence
of smoke or dangerous carbon monoxide in your home.
The alarm speaks to you in a calm, clear, human voice,
telling you the location of the danger. It also provides
smartphone alerts and battery status updates to help
protect your home. This white, hardwired version is easily
installed and suitable for homes with existing hardwired
smoke alarms.

August Smart Lock and Connect
Take home security and peace of mind to the next level.
With August you can now lock and unlock your door
from anywhere and give secure digital keys to guests,
all from your phone. All August Smart Locks attach to
your existing deadbolt, on the inside of your door — so
you can still use your keys. August automatically unlocks
when you arrive and locks when you leave. Control your
August Smart Lock with your voice using Amazon Alexa
or the Google Assistant.
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